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Rules or of the neglect of any precaution which may be required by the
ordinary practice of seamen, or by the special circumstances of the case.

(b) In construing and complying with these Rules due regard shall be had to ail
dangers of navigation and collision and to any special circumstanceS,
including the limitations of the vessels involved, which may make a departurc
from these Rules necessary to avoid immediate danger.

Rule 3

General Definirions

For the purpose of these Rules, except where the context otherwise requires:

(a) The word "vessel" includes every description of water craft, including nol-
displacement craft and seaplanes, used or capable of being used as a means O
transportation on water.

(b) The terrm 'power-driven vessel" means any vessel propelled by machinerY.

(c) The term "sailing vessel" means any vessel under sail provided that propellirlg
machinery, if fitted, is not being used.

(d) The term "vessel engaged in fishing" means any vessel fishing with nets, fines,
trawls or other fishing apparatus which restnict manoeuvrability, but does nlot
include a vessel fishing with trolling lines or other fishing apparatus which do
not restrict manoeuvrability.

(e) The word "seaplane' includes anyaircraft. designed to manoeuvre onte
water.

(f) The termn "vessel not under command" means a vessel which through son0e
exceptional circumstance is unable to manoeuvre as required by these R-ules
and is therefore unable to keep out of the way of another vessel.

(g) The termn "vessel restricted in ber ability to manoeuvre" means a vessel which
from the nature of ber work is restricted in ber ability to manoeuvre il
required by these Rules and is therefore unable to keep out of the waY o
another vessel.

The following vessels shall be regarded as vessels restricted in their abilitY to
manoeuvre:

(i) a vessel engaged in laying, servicing or picking up a navigation ma3rk,
submarine cable or pipeline;

(ii) a vessel engaged in dredging, surveying or underwater operations,
(iii) a vessel engaged in replenishment or transferring persons, provisiolS Or

cargo while underway;
(iv) a vessel engaged in the launching or recovery of aircraft;
(y) a vessel engaged in minesweeping operations;

(vi) a vesse] engaged in a towing operation such as renders her urable tO
deviate front her course.


